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1 Customer information 

 
Main contact name:  
 
Mailing Address: 
 
 
 
Telephone:  

 

 

 
 
 

E-Mail:  
 
 

2 Contractor information 

 
Main contact name: 
 

Responsible Scientist 

Mailing Address: Dualsystems Biotech AG 
Grabenstrasse 11a 
CH-8952 Schlieren 
Switzerland 
 

Telephone: +41 44 738 50 00 
 

E-mail: xxx@dualsystems.com 
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3 Principle of the LRC-TriCEPS™ workflow  

 
LRC-TriCEPS™ is a novel approach that enables the identification of cell surface targets and 
off-targets on living cells for a wide range of orphan ligands including small molecules, 
peptides, proteins, antibodies and viruses.  
 
The methodology relies on TriCEPS™, a trifunctional chemoproteomics reagent. The three 
moieties of TriCEPS™ are; (1) a NHS-ester for attachment to the ligand (2) a protected 
hydrazone function for capturing the interacting target and (3) a function for purification 
of the ligand-receptor complex.  
 
During a LRC-TriCEPS™ experiment the ligand is coupled with the LRC-TriCEPS™ crosslinker 
followed by incubation with living cells expressing the unknown targets/ off-targets. In 
parallel, one or more control ligands are also conjugated to TriCEPS and added on living 
cells. During ligand-TriCEPS incubation, TriCEPS binds covalently to the glycans of random 
surface proteins but also the targets of the ligands. Due to the ligand binding, the target 
proteins will be more heavily labeled compared to the random surface proteins. The 
crosslinked proteins are purified and processed for analysis by mass spectrometry-based 
proteomics (LC-MS/MS). The relative quantification between the ligand of interest and 
control ligands enables the identification of the candidate target(s) (Figure 1). 
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4 Overview of the LRC-TriCEPS™ workflow 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Flow chart of the LRC-TriCEPS experiment using TriCEPS v.3.0 reagent. 
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5 Aim of the study 

 
Identification of candidate targets of the ligand of interest on a selected cell model. 
 

6 Summary and Conclusions 

 
The LRC-TriCEPS methodology was used to identify the protein targets of the selected 
ligand on the surface of cells.  
 
Living cells were incubated with the following ligands coupled to TriCEPS v.3.0: 
 

a) Bovine serum albumin, BSA (negative control)  
b) Transferrin, TRFE (positive control) 
c) Ligand of interest 

 
 
The receptor capture was performed at pH 7.4 for 30min at 23oC (based on pretest 
results).  
  
Transferrin receptor (TRF1), the known target of TRFE was enriched in the positive control 
samples, indicating the technical success of the experiment.  
 
Four high confident targets were identified for the ligand of interest. Overall, the 
experiment was technically sound and the nature of interaction between the ligand and 
the candidate targets warrants further investigation.  
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7 Experimental procedure 

7.1 Cell culture  

Description of cell culture conditions. 

7.2 Ligand coupling 

300µg of each ligand (BSA, TRFE, Ligand of interest) were coupled to 150µg of TriCEPS 
v.3.0 in a total volume of 300µl 25mM HEPES pH 8.2 using standard protocol. The 
efficiency of coupling was tested via a dot-blot*.  
 

 
Figure 2: Dot blot* analysis to control for efficient 
coupling of ligands to TriCEPS v.3.0. 
The outlined ligands were coupled to TriCEPS v.3.0. and 
biotinylated. Coupling was detected by dot blot using 
streptavidin-HRP. 
 
*not applicable for small molecules or peptide ligands 
 

7.3 Receptor capture for LRC-TriCEPS 

Receptor capturing was performed on oxidized activated T cells at pH 7.4 for 30 minutes at 
23°C.  

7.4 Sample preparation 

Cells were lysed according to the standard protocol and target proteins were purified 
using solid phase chromatography. After stringent washing steps to remove unspecific 
interactions, proteins were reduced, alkylated and digested with trypsin. The tryptic 
peptides were collected for LC-MS/MS. To allow for statistical analysis the experiment was 
performed in biochemical triplicates. 

7.5 Mass spectrometry  

Samples were analyzed on a Thermo Orbitrap Elite spectrometer fitted with an 
electrospray ion source. Tryptic peptides were measured in data dependent acquisition 
mode (TOP20) in a 120min gradient using a 15cm C18 packed column. 

7.6 Data analysis  

The Progenesis software was used for raw file alignment and feature detection, Comet 
search engine was used for spectra identification and the Trans proteomic pipeline was 
used for statistical validation of putative identifications and protein inference. Upon 
protein inference, relative quantification of control and ligand samples was performed 
based on ion extracted intensity and differential protein abundance was tested using a 
statistical ANOVA model followed by multiple testing correction. This model assumes that 
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the measurement error follows Gaussian distribution and views individual features as 
replicates of a protein's abundance and explicitly accounts for this redundancy. It tests 
each protein for differential abundance in all pairwise comparisons of ligand and control 
samples and reports the p-values. Next, p-values are adjusted for multiple comparisons to 
control the experiment-wide false discovery rate (FDR). The adjusted p-value (qvalue) 
obtained for every protein is plotted against the magnitude of the fold enrichment 
between the two experimental conditions.  
In the present study, the reference proteome database from Uniprot was used and results 
were filtered for membrane associated proteins.  

7.7 Evaluation of the results  

The results are shown as a volcano plot. A volcano plot combines a measure of statistical 
significance from a statistical test (in this case adjusted p-value from an ANOVA model) 
with the magnitude of the change, enabling quick visual identification of proteins that 
display changes that are also statistically significant. The x-axis represents the mean ratio 
fold change (on a log2 scale). The y-axis represents the statistical significance p-value of 
the ratio fold change for each protein (on a -log10 scale). Proteins that are enriched in one 
of the samples, will plot either left or right of the x-axis origin, indicating in which sample 
that protein is enriched.  
The criteria* to consider a protein as a candidate for interacting to the ligand of interest 
are the following: 
 
1. Minimum 2 peptides identified 
2. Log2 fold change >2 -> fold change > 4 
3. -Log10 (adjust p-value) > 2   -> adjusted p-value < 0.01 
* Please note that the criteria might change depending on the experiment 
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Figure 3: Example of a volcano plot. 
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8 Results 

8.1 LRC-TriCEPS to identify candidate targets of ligand on selected cell model 

 
The LRC-TriCEPS workflow was conducted according to the experimental procedure to 
identify candidate targets of the ligand of interest on cells. TRFE was included in the study 
as a positive controls to ensure technical success of the workflow. 
 
Roughly xxx membrane associated proteins were identified for the selected cell line 
(Excel_1) and approximately xxx proteins were identified with more than 2 peptides and 
used for statistical analysis (Excel_2). 
 
Data is shown at the protein level and proteins were annotated using the proteome 
database from Uniprot. Identified proteins were filtered and only membrane associated 
and/or secreted proteins were retained. Results are presented in the format of a volcano 
plot; Y axis = -Log10 (adj. p-value), X-axis = Log2 fold change compared to the other sample. 
The points in the white space indicate candidate targets that display both large magnitude 
fold-changes (x axis) and high statistical significance (-Log10 of adjusted p-value, y axis); for 
more detailed explanation see also section 7.7 and Figure 3.  
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Figure 4: Volcano plot depicting the comparison between negative control and ligand of interest 
samples. 
 
No proteins (apart from the ligand itself) were enriched in the negative control samples, as 
expected. Proteins A123, B123, C123 and D123 were significantly enriched in the ligand samples 
and are proposed as candidate targets. 
 

Table 1. Comparison of the negative control and ligand samples. Summary of identified enriched 
proteins along with enrichment information: fold change (FC) in log2 scale and adjusted p-values 

 
Enriched in Accession Name Protein description Peptide# Log2(FC) Adj.pvalue

BSA P02768 ALBU Serum albumin 12 -7.3 3.7E-06

P123 A123 Protein A123 4 2.3 4.3E-06

P456 B123 Protein B123 8 5.0 3.7E-04

P789 C123 Protein c123 2 3.4 7.0E-05

Q123 D123 Protein D123 3 4.7 1.0E-03

Ligand

 
 

Proteins considered to be originating from the ligand of interest

Proteins considered targets of the investigated ligand with high confidence  
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Figure 5: Volcano plot depicting the comparison between positive and negative control samples. 

 
 
Transferrin receptor (TFR1), the known target of TRFE was enriched in the positive control 
samples, indicating the technical success of the experiment. Proteins ACATN and HEMO 
are frequently enriched in the TRFE samples and are considered as experimental artifacts. 
No proteins (other than the ligand itself) were enriched in the negative control samples, as 
expected. 
 

Table 2. Comparison of the positive and negative control samples. Summary of identified enriched 
proteins along with enrichment information: fold change (FC) in log2 scale and adjusted p-values 

Enriched in Accession Name Protein description Peptide# Log2(FC) Adj.pvalue

P02787 TRFE Serotransferrin 50 -2.3 4.3E-06

P02786 TFR1 Transferrin receptor 31 -5.0 3.7E-04

O00400 ACATN Acetyl-coenzyme A transporter 1 4 -3.4 7.0E-05

P02790 HEMO Hemopexin 3 -4.7 1.0E-03

BSA P02768 ALBU Serum albumin 12 7.3 3.7E-07

TRFE

 

Proteins considered to be originating from the ligand of interest

Target of control ligand

Proteins considered as experimental artifacts  
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Figure 6: Volcano plot depicting the comparison between positive control and ligand samples. 
 

Transferrin receptor (TFR1), the known target of TRFE was enriched in the positive control 
samples, indicating the technical success of the experiment. Proteins ACATN and HEMO 
are frequently enriched in the TRFE samples and are considered as experimental artifacts. 
Proteins A123, B123, C123 and D123 were significantly enriched in the ligand samples and are 
proposed as candidate targets. Notably, the same proteins were enriched against the negative 
control samples. 
 

 Table 3. Comparison of the positive control and ligand samples. Summary of identified enriched 
proteins along with enrichment information: fold change (FC) in log2 scale and adjusted p-values 

 
Enriched in Accession Name Protein description Peptide# Log2(FC) Adj.pvalue

P02787 TRFE Serotransferrin 50 -9 4.3E-06

P02786 TFR1 Transferrin receptor 31 -5.1 3.7E-04

O00400 ACATN Acetyl-coenzyme A transporter 1 4 -3.3 7.0E-05

P02790 HEMO Hemopexin 3 -4.8 1.0E-03

P123 A123 Protein A123 4 2.0 4.3E-06

P456 B123 Protein B123 8 5.2 3.7E-04

P789 C123 Protein C123 2 3.5 7.0E-04

Q123 D123 Protein D123 3 5.0 1.0E-05

TRFE

Ligand

 
 

Proteins considered to be originating from the ligand of interest

Target of control ligand

Proteins considered as experimental artifacts

Proteins considered targets of the investigated ligand with high confidence  
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8.2 Visualization of proposed targets 

For every protein identified as significantly enriched, more detailed information on 
peptide-level quantitation and protein localization is extracted to investigate further the 
level of enrichment. A representative example is shown below.  

8.2.1 TFR1, transferrin receptor 

 

 
 
Figure 7: Expression profile of peptides originating from protein TFR1.  
BSA condition is colored in blue, ligand of interest in purple and TRFE in orange. Every 
condition consists of three replicates shown as dots. Every red line corresponds to a single 
peptide. The y-axis represents the normalized relative abundance. 
 
 

 
Figure 8: Protein topology plot of TFR1 protein 
The protein sequence was imported on Protter, a web application to visualize the 
sequence, topology and annotations of individual proteins. Experimentally identified 
peptides are indicated in blue. Annotated glycosylation sites are indicated with green. 
Follow this link to access the protein online: http://bit.ly/2M3OBjh 
For more information on Protter, please read U. Omasits et al., Bioinformatics. 2014 Mar 
15;30(6):884 

http://bit.ly/2M3OBjh
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10 Additional files provided for this study 

 
RXXX_Excel_1_Surface-associated proteins of selected cells 
RXXX_Excel_2_Statistical analysis for the ligand of interest 

11 Raw data files analyzed for this study 

 

raw descr iption database

dualsystems_001 RXXX_Ligand_1

dualsystems_002 RXXX_Ligand_2

dualsystems_003 RXXX_Ligand_3

dualsystems_004 RXXX_BSA_1

dualsystems_005 RXXX_BSA_2

dualsystems_006 RXXX_BSA_3

dualsystems_007 RXXX_TRFE_1

dualsystems_008 RXXX_TRFE_2

dualsystems_009 RXXX_TRFE_3

cont.UNIPROT

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


